[A system for assessment of chemical substances on mutagenicity in man: general priniciples, practical recommendations and further elaboration].
As a basis of the suggested test-system, the following conditions are observed: 1) the economy of fulfilment in a short time; 2) the analysis of gene and chromosome mutations in germ and somatic cells; 3) the evaluation of mutagenic effects of not only substance, but also of the products of its metabolism; 4) including in the system only the tests which give the minimal variability between separate experiments; 5) the evaluation of dose-effect relationship. The practical scheme of testing is divided into two parts: a screening and a complete one. The screening programme consists of two tests: a) a test on microorganisms with a metabolic activation in vitro; b) a cytogenetic analysis of bone marrow of mammals. The complete programme of testing includes 4 tests: a) a test on microorganisms with a metabolic activation in vitro and in vivo; b) a test of dominant lethal mutations on mammals; c) a cytogenetic analysis of bone marrow of mammals; d) a cytogenetic analysis in the culture of human lymphocytes. There are good reasons for the principles of selection of substance for testing according to the screening and complete programme: population occurence, economic (or medical) significance, information about relative chemicals showing mutagenic, carcinogenic and teratogenic effect. In the group of chemicals which are to be tested according to the screening programme, such ones can be included: industrial chemicals, phosphoorganic insecticides, drugs which are taken by a limited group of patients. The group of chemicals which are to be tested according to the complete programme consists of the following ones: pesticides, food additices, widespread drugs, the chemicals of the group 1, if during one of the tests of the screening programme a genetic effect is detected. At the genetic risk estimation it is advisable to keep to the following rule: a positive effect, identified in any object of the system must in the direct meaning extrapolate on men. The quantitative evaluation of the mutagenic danger of a chemical can be determined by the increase of the spontaneous level of mutations in the test-object on the basis of an average dose and exposition of the given chemical in the human population. Those chemicals are subject to the quantitative evaluation, which have shown a mutagenic activity during any of the test-objects; they are also widespread and because of their social or economic value can not be replaced or excluded from taking. From the point of view of genetics any substance with a mutagenic activity is dangerous and must be prohibited from using or replaced by any other non-mutagenic chemical, or limited by the contact of persons of non-reproductive age. As a temporary measure from a hygienic point of view, it is recommended to evaluate this chemical as especially mutagenic and prohibit or limit its using, when its average population dose produces 1/10 or more increase of the spontaneous level of mutations.